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Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956) describe a "focussing 

strategy" for learning simple conjunctive concepts in a 

situation where the learner is shown a sequence of instances 

one at a t ime, each being an example or non-example of the 

concept to be learned. We consider the extension of this 

strategy to concepts in which the individual features are 

hierarchically structured, as is the case, for example, for the 

materials used by Winston (19/5). The essence of the 

extended strategy is to represent an hypothesis by a pair of 

nodes in the hierarchy, instead of just a single node. The 

"lower", more specialised node indicates the set of instances 

that have already been inferred to be examples of the 

concept. The "upper", more abstract node indicates an 

inferred l im i t on how general the concept can be. Thus the 

nodes act as bounds between which the concept must lie, and 

represent respectively suff icient and necessary conditions for 

an instance to be an example of the concept. 

We generalise this notion of an hieraichical ly-st iucturcd 

feature by def in ing a description space (d-space) as an 

upper semilatlice (D, <, V ) , with a top element, T, 

satisfying a certain finiteness condit ion. We show that the 

Cartesian product of a number of these d-spaccs is itself a 

d-spacc. This provides us with a simple, un i form notation 

for referring to concepts, instances and hypotheses. 

We describe a simple nondeferministic algorithm which 

implements the "focussing strategy" for such a conjunctive 

description space, and discuss aspects of its behaviour on the 

concept learning task, l o r example: 

1. Due to the generality of the d-space idea, the algori thm 

deals un i formly with features which in Winston's 

approach have to be treated as special cases. Predicates, 

relations (A SUPPORTS B), mult i -valued dimensions 

( O R I E N T A T I O N ) and tree-structured dimensions 

(SHAPE) all give rise to examples of a d-space. 

2. Given appropriate assumptions, it can be proved (a) that 

the hypothesis generated by the algorithm is always 

consistent wi th the data, i.e. it includes all the examples 

r.iid exclude:, all the non-examples it has so far been 

si-own, and (/>) that given suff icient data, the algorithm 

correctly learns the concept. 

3. According to the algori thm, back-up occurs when the 

relation between the lower and upper bounds is violated. 

I he lower node af a hypothesis is affected only by 

positive examples, and the upper node only by 

non-examples. This clarif ies the role of negative 

information and "near misses" in the concept learning. 

In paii icular. it can be shown that . . . 

4. . . Given a corpus of instances, the outcome of the 

Icnn ing is independent of the order in which they are 

p ieenlcd. Moreover . . . 

5. . . . I f all the examples are presented before the 

uou-cxamples, 'hen the learning is free of errors, i.e. the 

algorithm never needs to back up. 

In the light of this analysis, we argue that Winston's program 

is i i s j l f an attempt to use a focussing strategy to learn 

conjunctive concepts with hierarchically-structured features, 

and v/c di.--.cuss various shortcomings and issues not dealt 

wi'.h in WinMon's treatment. 
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